If the Refref conjecture is true, then the only way that Autumn Jane can refrain from refraining from seeing to it that she becomes muddy is to see to it that she becomes muddy. must they pass through w, but they must also share some properly later moment.
Let us say that Tree is deterministic atp (or, as a variant, that the past, p, is deterministic) if every pair of histories through p are undivided at
p. There may be many histories through a deterministic past, p, but if so, they must become "many" after p* is past; there is no branching as p* itself comes to a close if p is deterministic.
In this discussion
I am using a past p only to mark the transitional "point", and indeed given the Lub condition that we do not have, the entire discussion could have been given in terms of moments instead of pasts. (A moment, m, is deterministic if every pair of histories through m are undivided at m.) Here and also elsewhere, complete pasts do work for us similar to that done by Dedekind cuts. To see the work done, here is a picture of two indeterministic trees. The left-hand tree contains an indeterministic moment, namely, the moment of splitting of the two histories, hx and h2. But the right-hand tree contains no moment of splitting at all, and therefore does not contain an indeterministic moment: whenever the pair of histories h2 and h4 in the right-hand tree both pass through a moment, the two histories look as if they were a single line (that is, they have in common a moment yet later than each moment through which they both pass choice? (h) is defined only when h passes through w, and is then the unique possible choice (a set of histories) for a at w to which h belongs. We call such a set a possible choice for a at w; it is essential to keep in mind that a possible choice is a set of histories, not a single history. (with a dual definition) or not.
Given a chain, c, there are two sets of histories related to it in which we might be interested. To avoid any subsequent hesitation, I will use Hfc) for the one in which we will be most interested, the set of those histories passing through some member of c. We can use Hjc) for the set of histories that traverse c, i.e., that pass through all moments in c.
In a critical definition, given a chain, c, I say that two histories are choice-equivalent for a at c just in case first, they both belong to Hfc) (so surely some member of c belongs to both histories), and second, With these three nearly mindless premisses, the conclusion that what someone does cannot be known until the upper cusp is past is nothing but a modus tollens: when "Autumn Jane's father will see to it that her dress is clean" is known, then it is settled true; but "Autumn Jane's father will see to it that her dress is clean" is not knowable by Autumn Jane -or anyone else -until after the upper cusp.
Just to double underline the point we are urging, which is that the
